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	Explanations about Sand painting Performance
His individual and sand drawing show is very popular and original. It is usually performed in theatres, concerts, festival opening or closing ceremonies, and at exclusive events.

In a large space, it’s better if Sand painting show is done on a stage, where people can see David Myriam actually doing the performance. He is performing in darkness, and the picture is projected out with a high power and resolution video projector.

	Questionnaire

The date for the event is:


The place for the event is:

Country:

Town:


	ORGANISATION


Name of event organizers:

Contacts details:

Correspondent (name of the project manager) & direct contact:

Website:

Branch of industry of final client:


	
LE SPECTACLE :


Two choice are possible: existing show OR special creation for your event.


EXISTING SHOW :
(List of these shows on http://www.tramage.com/My-shows.html)

Which one?

What is the desired duration?

Do you wish integration of special elements (provided)
If so, which?



SPECIAL CREATION FOR YOUR EVENT :
(Informations on http://www.tramage.com/Creation-of-special-sand.html)

Does it rest on definite elements? and which (storyboard, pictures, ideas, scenario…)? Please send these elements with this Questionnaire

What is the desired duration?

Do you wish a musical creation with the sand performance?

…or do you have it already?



In any case :

What is the number of representations?

What is the schedule of the spectacle?

Is it accompanied by other spectacles?
if so, which?



Special performance on demand:

You can ask for a special performance only for your event.
This creation can be free, or on a topic, music... All information and documents necessary must be sent well in advance.

Please note that it’s better to discuss that min. 1,5 month before!!! 

	
THE EVENT :



How many performances during the stay?

At what time the event starts?

At what time David Myriam starts?

How many spectators envisaged ?

For which is organized the event? (branch of industry):

Is the event filmed? retransmitted on TV?

Is a media plan laid down? (if so, thank you to indicate)




Thank you to provide us all the elements useful to understand your event.
	
Technical conditions for the performances



Video background and stuff
		
Video-Projector, screen and video camera are provided by the client (we prefer as big size image as possible).
We prefer to use 16:9 format for projection. Tell us if you plan to another format.

Video crew is needed to connect the video camera with the projector, and must have all the cables and fittings to do that.
We must also adjust the image quality and music.
The camera (it may be provided by us sometimes: Sony HDR CX11, Cinch, Composant, or Hdmi 1080i) should be fixed over a light table specially designed for sand show.

For the special light sand table, two possibilities:
-David Myriam brings his own table (Our equipment runs on 220Volts)
-A special table is made at the event location (we give you specifications)

David Myriam brings his own special sand.

	Audio background

The performance is using playback music, it is done from our CD. We need a CD reader connected to the sound system (musics are also available on usb key). During the performance we need to be in touch with the sound man. This can be verbal personally, or trough a radio.

	Light conditions

The location of the performance must be dark (or half light) during the performance.
If windows are presented, the contracting party must take care of the darkening. During the show the location must be capable of presenting instant darkness or light on the stage. A following spot is useful for the applause times.
We also need to be in touch with the light crew during the show.


